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From the office

President’s Report
Welcome everyone to the June edition of the TASC newsletter.
Since our last newsletter I’ve had the privilege of socialising with our
local and regional members at gatherings in Pukekohe, Taupo,
Swanson, Howick and Papatoeotoe. It was great to catch up and
hear about some of the local challenges faced by our members.
Mike Potter from our Committee also went to each gathering and
facilitated the group discussions which produced some very useful
information to feed into the TASC rebranding proposal. Thanks to
everyone who contributed.
The Peer Support Pilot project supported by TASC, NZST and ACC
is still at the stage of business case development for approval by the
ACC executive. We have recently heard that ACC are now considering expanding the peer support objective to include people who have
acquired traumatic brain injury (TBI).
TASC presently offers a volunteer ‘buddy support’ service to our
members and their families and whanau, both within the Spinal Unit
and in the community. We anticipate that once a paid peer support
service is set up at the Auckland Spinal Rehabilitation Unit, we will
still need to utilise our volunteer supporters in the wider community.
If you presently know someone whom you think may benefit from
meeting with a Peer or Family Supporter please ask them to contact
the TASC office and speak with Anita or Heather.

Hi All.
You might have noticed—the TASC newsletter has
grown. It is bigger and better than ever after having
added 4 new pages . Of course now we need to keep
these pages full of news and interesting stories. We
are always on the look out for your stories so please
just contact the TASC office if you have anything that
we might be able to include .
The focus groups that have been held at each gathering have proved to be informative. Its interesting to
hear your thoughts and ideas as to how you see
TASC. The feeling that I hear coming thru is that
TASC does a good job but we are always keen to improve the service that you get from us.
I’m a lucky girl—I’m heading away for a month catching up with some sunshine and my family in Holland.
Heather - my trusty and very capable side kick—will
be manning the TASC office full time while I’m away.
Thanks Heather .
On that note I will wind down and wish you all a mild
winter and as always call in or phone us at anytime.

A number of members have said that they would like to have access Cheers—Anita
to information relating to SCI, especially on challenges that they may
be facing at particular points in the rehabilitation journey. My suggestion is to start by checking out the TASC website
www.tasc.org.nz and go to the Useful Links page. From the directory
that comes up there are many topics and organisations that have
heaps of useful information, including the links to forums focused on
SCI.
Finally, a word of thanks to Anita and Heather who keep the office
running smoothly each week while organising all the local and regional events that we do to support our members and keep them
informed.
Nga mihi nui kia koutou Gavin Parish (President TASC)

A Big Thank You to our supporters

Sponsors
Updated—please see extras
Robert McIsaac
Charitable Trust
1887175
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Also to all the staff at the
Auckland Spinal Unit where
TASC is based for their
continued support
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RDNS Ad as per

RDNS is a leading ACC provider of spinal injury support.
Empowering you to live the life you want in your own home.

RDNS Ad as per
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Contact our friendly team to ﬁnd out how we
can tailor a range of services to your needs

Note: No entitlement will be payable under Schedule 1 if the
death was self inflicted (c s.119)
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0800 RDNS NZ (0800 736 769)
rdns.org.nz

p: 0800 840 940

w: drakemedoxnursing.co.nz

e: homecare@nz.drakeintl.com

The right care
makes a big
difference.

If you or someone in your family needs support and care at home,
Drake Medox can help. For over 40 years, Drake Medox has been
supporting individuals live safely and independently in their home
with our team of qualified registered nurses, healthcare assistants
and caregivers.

It’s your right to question ACC decisions
Some people with spinal injuries are
hesitant or even scared to challenge an
ACC decision. However if people are
unhappy with any part of a decision it’s
ok to challenge it and ask questions.
There are plenty of ACC denials that
have been reviewed and led to the person’s claim being turned around in their
favour. Examples of this include aspects of house modifications, funding
provided for a vehicle which needs hand
controls, support worker hours, shoulder
surgery for degeneration caused by the
original injury, and recreational equipment.
On a regular basis TASC hears about
wheelchair users who are so worried
about potentially upsetting their case
manager that they don’t ask any questions about a claim that’s been turned
down. But TASC is urging anyone with
decision queries to seek answers that
make sense.
Everyone has a right to ask questions
and ask for a review of any official ACC
decisions. In recent years ACC has had
so many people across the board apply
for a formal review that the backlog has
reached thousands. The point here is
ACC doesn’t always make the correct
decision according to its own legislation
the first time around, so don’t be afraid
to ‘step up to the plate’ about your care
and quality of life. In fact some lawyers
believe ACC deliberately rejects people
on the basis that only a few would bother to appeal and that saves it money.
So the guts of the matter is - Please
ask for a review if the decision doesn’t
feel right, and the following is a bit of
advice about how to do it. (This is just a
rough guide).
First of all don’t be intimidated by your
case manager or very official looking
reports that often accompany a decision. Give ACC a call and ask questions. If you don’t think it sounds right
ask them to reconsider it, which they are
obliged to do once you ask. This kicks
off their process which starts with an

internal administrative review.
ACC
looks over their decision and it doesn’t
involve a meeting or hearing with you. If
the case manager comes back to you
with the same decision which you think
isn’t justified then you can ask for a formal review which should be done in writing using a special form that ACC will
provide. Remember that you have just
three months to challenge a claim following the decision so don’t leave it too
late.
If you are struggling with the form and
want a bit of advice give your local Legal
Aid number a ring to get free advice.
Another option, which is likely to cost
money, is to employ a lawyer yourself.
But in saying that many people go
through some of the review process
without any legal advice so don’t be
afraid to give it a go. The TASC office
can’t offer official legal advice but you
are welcome to ring us as well. Meanwhile ACC is responsible for costs relating to the review and if you win, any legal fees you may have paid will be reimbursed.

much information as possible to support
WHY you are appealing. ACC will do
the same, but obviously against you.
The reviewer will ask both sides questions and come to a decision under ACC
laws. The reviewer then has a month to
let everyone know what their decision is.
But wait there’s more. If your claim is
denied by the external review and you
want to continue with it then the next
step is taking the matter to the District
Court. The time frame you have to do
this is a month and it’s wise to have a
lawyer working with you at this stage. If
you are not successful in the District
Court then the only option is to go to the
High Court but only on a question of
law, and following that the last gasp is
the Court of Appeal.
It may sound complicated, but when the
process is gone through step by step,
it’s not as bad as it sounds. Remember
the outcome may go against you as
ACC legislation trumps common sense
in some cases. However if you feel your
claim has been turned down and that
you can justify why it shouldn’t be then
have a go at challenging ACC. Also, it’s
not ideal for ACC or your case manager
as it costs them plenty of time and money to go through the process. Finally if
you feel uncomfortable about having the
same case manager at the conclusion of
your appeal, whatever it may be, you
are entitled to ask for a new case manager.

Once ACC has received your External
Review form it arranges a meeting, with
a neutral mediator, so you can talk
about the issues and try to come up with
a mutual agreement. Any decision must
be consistent with ACC legislation. If an
agreement can’t be reached then ACC
brings in an independent reviewer. This
person is employed by FairWay Resolution which is a Crown company. It holds
hearings in 25 locations around the Appeal Steps
country. FairWay will provide you with a
1. Talk to your case manager
contact person from their office and as2. Internal/admin review by ACC
signs a reviewer who will often hold a
3. Mediation/facilitation
case conference before the actual hear4. Independent external review and
ing to clarify how valid the review applihearing
cation is.
5. District Court, High Court, Court
of Appeal
The next step is a review hearing and
you can choose to represent yourself or
Article written by Sally Wenley .
get someone else to do it. You are welcome to bring support people and advo- Sally is a journalist and a member
cates. This is the opportunity to talk of TASC. Sally is not a lawyer.
about your situation and provide any
evidence so make sure you have as
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Physio on Horseback
My name is Chris Wilcox and I am a 63 year old mother and
grandmother. In 2009 I had spinal surgery for a benign tumour at T1-2 level. Although I had never contemplated losing my ability to walk, the odds were not in my favour and I
am now an incomplete tetraplegic. After 3 months in the
Auckland Spinal Unit I was fortunate to have follow-up
physio three times a week and made considerable physical
gains over this period. When this program finished in late
2011, I suggested Riding for the Disabled Association
(RDA) as an ongoing therapy; having been a volunteer at
Drury RDA in the 90's and having had an upbringing on
horseback on a hill country farm, I thought this might be
something I could get to grips with. Totara Park RDA in Manurewa gave me the opportunity to give riding a shot and
this is now a regular part of my life. My first "ride" was
VERY challenging, both for
me and of course the group
of helpful RDA volunteers.
This consisted of 30 minutes
on horseback, half-lying on
the horse’s neck with my
legs and me being held by 2
side walkers.

weekly and with a lot of encouragement from my side walkers and the team, I have improved from being a "sack of
spuds," to riding independently. I am now able to trot over a
short distance and complete short dressage assignments
and it is such a thrill to feel so comfortable and free on a
horse again. The physical and mental challenges which I
face every time I ride provide a huge sense of achievement
which is difficult to duplicate. I am certain that RDA is the
biggest factor in building and maintaining my core strength
and positive attitude over the last 5 years and I very much
look forward to continuing riding as a way of enjoying the
outdoors.
From my perspective RDA performs a very valuable role in
therapy and is run by an enthusiastic band of volunteers. It
provides positive physical and mental benefits which in
many cases equals or
exceeds the benefits of
alternative therapies
This article was originally
published in the Totara Park
RDA newsletter
RDA is a volunteer focused
organisation and donations
are always appreciated.

I think I talked the whole time
- partly through fear and partly through excitement - it was
so exciting to be doing something "NORMAL" as opposed
to sitting in a wheelchair.
I have continued to ride

shower room, dining room table and chairs, lounge furniture and a
second bedroom with two beds. “The site is prepared as you would
with a traditional build but without the reliance on a builder and the
weather. Our homes are simply rolled onto site, hooked up to the
services and livable in a matter of days,” explains Daryl. “When people walk into our show homes they often tell us they have the ‘wow
factor’. That’s great to hear because that sort of feedback is our
gauge for knowing we are doing the right thing.”
Instant Baches are manufactured in the UK - by a company that has
been making prebuilt homes since 1946 – and are modified to comply with New Zealand building requirements and weather conditions.

OFFERING AFFORDABLE
WHEELCHAIR HOMES
The team at Instant Baches have one common goal and that is to

provide New Zealanders with a quick and easy, quality
housing option at an affordable price! “We are offering a product that
is instant. It is exactly what the name says it is,” says co-owner operator Daryl Quinn. Instant Baches are prebuilt buildings, transportable and fully furnished including a wheelchair friendly option.
Designed to provide wheelchair users and their families with safe,
easy access in a relaxing and comfortable space, this home has all
the benefits listed below:
Wide access, low threshold exterior doors
Wide access galley kitchen with low level cooker and sink
Full wet room with fold out seat and support handles
Sliding doors to bedroom and wet room
Portable helper frame

For more information, contact
Daryl P 09 479 2996 M 027 479 2996
Shaun M 021 154 8886
For all information on our homes, please go to the “Our Home
Range” section of our website www.instantbaches.co.nz

The home is fully furnished, including fully-fitted quality kitchen and
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Spinal specialist home-based support,
nursing and rehab tailored to your needs.
Award-winning and experienced – our support
workers, rehab professionals and nurses have
been changing lives for almost 20 years.
Your goals and peace of mind are important to
us: we will work alongside you, your family and
whānau to cater to your needs, whether shortor long-term.
Our know-how, range of services and client
focus set us apart - We will manage the
logistics, so you don’t have to.

Healthvision - a trusted provider for
ACC, Ministry of Health and Solora.
Provider of Home & Community
Support, Assessments, Community
Nursing and Training for Independence
(Rehabilitation Programmes).

Healthvision New Zealand
Nationwide Services

CALL US FREE ON

0508 733 377
email: service@healthvision.co.nz

www.healthvision.co.nz
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“Healthvision are really professional,
with a high level of support and training
for support workers. As a client I feel
seen and heard.” (Healthvision client)
“Our carers have become part of the
family. They are fantastic.”
Ms L (Healthvision client)
“When I count my blessings, I count
you twice. Thanks for everything you
did for helping me through hard times.”
Mr M (Healthvision client)

Travelling Adventures with Kev Griffiths

For those of you who don’t know me, I’m
Kev Griffiths and I’ve been a C5/6 Quad
for nearly 40 years. I broke my neck
when I dove into a Para (swimming)
Pool when I was 13 years old.

I’ve never let my accident get in my way
of living life and after going back to
school I took off travelling around the
world and got involved with various
wheelchair sports. I was instrumental in
introducing Wheelchair Rugby to New
Zealand way back in 1989 after a trip to
the States to see how the game was
played. A couple of years later I was
introduced to Mouth painting through the
late great Bruce Hopkins and accepted
as a Student member of the Mouth and
Foot
Painting
Artists
Association
( MFPA) in 1992 and later in 2001 I became an Associate member.
In April of this year, Grant Sharman,
Kerrin Tilley and I were fortunate to be
invited to the 60th year celebrations of
the Mouth and Foot Painting Artists Association held in Barcelona, Spain. The
Association was founded from the initiative of Eric Stegman (1912-1984) who
contracted Polio when he was only two
years old. He along with 18 Mouth and
Foot Painters from throughout Europe
established the MFPA in 1957. It was
his vision to bring together Mouth and
Foot Painters from around the world to
belong to an organisation that enabled
each artist to earn an income and lead
lives free from worry. Today the Association has more than 800 artists worldwide and there are 49 Publishing Houses across the Globe that market the
works created either by MFPA as Greetings Cards, Calendars, Wrapping paper
and so on.
It was a coincidence that as a young
boy, I remember helping my Mum who
had the job of packing those cards for
sale. She also told me that if I didn’t
stop throwing myself down the stairs
that I’d end up in a wheelchair “just like
that guy on TV” – that guy is Trevor
Cullen a fellow Quad that a few of you
might also know.
Emma, my partner of 30 years and I
broke up our long flight to Barcelona via
Melbourne, Singapore and Dubai. We
chose to fly Emirates and paid the extra
to upgrade to up First Class where the
arm rests of the seats lower down to
seat level which makes life a lot easier
to transfer into. A few years back I had
a canvas lifting sling made so that Emma could transfer me into any plane

seat by herself or if need be with help
from the air crew. On the day of travel
the ‘sling’ gets placed on my wheelchair
seat, then we velcroe my Roho cushion
on top and I transfer over onto the cushion. The ‘sling’ has four carry handles.
There is a sewn in handle that sits just
under each of my arm pits and another
two sewn in handles that are either side
of my knees. I added a sewn in chest
strap, a sewn in waist/hip strap and another sewn strap that goes across my
knees. All these straps are adjustable.
Just before transferring over onto the
little aisle chair we tighten the straps and
depending on the height difference between my chair and the aisle chair I can
be pulled across or lifted up onto the
aisle chair – the same again applies for
getting into the airplane seat – all the
time still sitting on my roho. We just undo the straps once I’m in the airplane
seat. You’d never know that I was sitting on a sling – it’s pretty slim line in
appearance – and we’d never travel
without it!! If need be it could be used to
be lifted up into a higher vehicle seat if
you had a couple of other people around
to help.

Dubai so we stayed at the Crown Plaza
at Singapore’s Changi Airport , they
have a couple of great accessible rooms
with wheel in showers and King sized
beds and because we had cleared customs we were able to wander throughout the Airport and all the shops and
food halls that are situated under the
Airport itself. The Skytrain to get from
each terminal is easy to use and you
can take your luggage trolley on it as
well.

We have been to Dubai before and we
chose again to stay at the Mall of Emirates. There are two Hotels at this Mall.
The Kempinski – which is very pricey
and the Sheraton. Both of them have
two rooms with wheel in showers and
easy access into the Mall. We chose to
stay at a Mall purely because of the extreme heat at the time of year we went –
45c is way too hot for this old Quad –
and we could wander throughout the
shops and food halls as well. We did
catch the Sky Rail Train directly from the
Mall to the Burj Khalifa – the tallest
building in the world and had prepaid for
our tickets to get us up to the 148 floor
outside deck. Definitely worth it espeEach of our flights were no longer than 7 cially if it’s a non-smoggy day the views
hours – we did this so my butt didn’t get are amazing.
too sore – yep I’m an incomplete Quad
and have full sensation, and after all
these years I still can’t decide whether
it’s a blessing or a curse – probably a bit
of both truth be told. I don’t travel with a
hoist as we’re “old school” and I still roll
into bed. Over the years I’ve found that
when you’re travelling you’ve got to be
prepared for anything and everything, so
we pack the majority of my ‘supplies’
into our hand luggage, that way we
know we’ve got what we need on hand
in case a suitcase goes missing. We
also take a long shower hose and show- Wheelchair taxi’s are available but the
er head with us just in case the one at Sky Rail Train was a quick and easy
whatever Hotel/Motel we’re staying at is way of getting around for us for the short
too short to reach all the necessary plac- time we were there.
es – more than once we’ve come across
a wheel in shower that has a shower We arrived a fewth days before the MFPA
Celebrations/painting
rose instead of a slide rail and that’s Conference /60
exhibition and stayed in the La Rambla
where carrying a tool kit comes in handy
area of Barcelona. Right smack bang in
too as you can usually whip off the
the middle of all the action, food markets
shower rose with an adjustable spanner
and beautiful ancient buildings. Our
and screw on your own shower hose.
Hotel Le Meridian had a decent sized
I’ve got a Melrose fold down shower
accessible room, with a lovely view out
chair and I had a super strong canvas
onto the bustling street below. There
bag with wheels made for it – from the
was a hydraulic lift to by pass the 3
same place that made my sling – comsteps at the front or you could wheel
plete with huge fragile lettering sewn on
straight in via the Bar/Restaurant on the
it. This has lasted us really well considcorner – not such a hardship at all!! We
ering the amount of travelling we do.
loved this area and could have stayed
We had an early flight from Singapore to
longer than the 4 days we had there.
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We used the bus, all of which had
ramps and travelled all over the city this
way. The Hotel where the MFPA Celebrations were taking place was outside
of the City but still an easy commute via
the bus.

sure we visited every bar on board – hic.
We had pre-arranged our wheelchair
taxi to take us from the port of Civitavecchia, which was about 90 mins from
Rome where we stayed for 3 nights.
We knew there was going to be lots of
We knew with so many wheelchair us- cobble stones and were prepared and
ers the likelihood of getting an accessi- took along a free-wheel especially for
ble room was pretty slim but we made this part of the trip.
do with our long shower hose and if the
glass wall between the loo and the
shower had been removed I would have
been able to wheel my chair into the
toilet cubicle, but all things considered
we were able to manage very well. As a
City, Barcelona has to one of the most
wheelchair friendly ones around.
We didn’t get a chance to try the underground Metro rail but by all accounts, its
very wheelchair friendly too. We were
expecting the weather to be around 14c
but in fact we had lovely warm weather
the whole time we were there.
The next part of our trip was to hop on
the Majestic Princess Cruise Ship from
Barcelona to Rome. This was a 7 day
Mediterranean Cruise that took in the
Cities/Ports of Cartagena, Gibraltar,
Toulon, Genoa, Livorno (Florence) and
Civitavecchia (Rome). This is a brand
spanking new ship and we were lucky to
be a part of its maiden voyage. At 200
metres long it’s a big boat!! Our room
was a fully accessible mini suite, with a
decent sized balcony, a huge wheel in
shower bathroom and the option of a
king size bed or two singles.

If anyone would like anymore info
about my lifting sling or to ask any
other questions regarding wheelchair
travelling then please feel free to give
me a call on 021555094 or email me
Again we had a specially made bag for kiwi.kevgriffiths@xtra,.co.nz

the wheel that hung on the back of my
chair and into which the wheel went
when it was not in use. We were able to
use the Metro Rail system to move
around the city as well as the hop on
hop off bus service – both were easily
accessible - although some metro stations had very old and very slow stair
This was our first cruise and it won’t be lifts and with the language barrier it
our last. So many other friends in chairs sometimes was fun and games as to
have told us that Cruising was a great whether the lift would make it.
way to travel – just unpack and relax,
and eat and drink!! Fellow Mouth Paint- We only had a couple of days in Rome
ing Artist and Quad Kerrin Tilley was and managed to go to the Colosseum
also on the cruise with us and he had and Santa Maria Maggiore both of
pre-booked accessible tours at most of which were free for a wheelchair user
the ports we called into, so if you know and a companion.
Kerrin you can ask him all about the
On our return leg of our trip we flew
sights he saw.
The beauty of this particular cruise was
that you did not have to get on a tender
boat – the ship berthed directly at each
port – so access was not a problem. I
was travelling with my manual wheelchair but there would be no problem
getting around if you were using a power chair or mobility scooter. We only got
off the boat at one port as it was so
much fun exploring the boat and taking
in all the shows on offer and making

what you are needing. We were able
to use the Metro Rail directly from the
hotel and travelled all over the place
with no problem whatsoever. Singapore comes a close second to Barcelona in my books. At this stage, we
had been ‘on the road’ so to speak for
5 weeks and the next stop was Melbourne to catch up with my Sister and
meet my newest great niece. We
love Melbourne full stop. It has to be
the best city for grabbing a wheelchair
taxi as all Taxi Vans are required by
State Law to have a wheelchair ramp/
lift, the only downside being if you are
from out of town you will have to pay
an extra charge for the driver to use
the lift - go figure – but if you are
from Victoria or if you can miraculously show “the card” to the driver they
will not charge you the extra fee. It
would be awesome if the same law
applied to all Taxi Vans in Auckland
so that every van had to have wheelchair access, but we can dream.

from Rome to Dubai stayed the night
and then onto Singapore where we
spent 5 days. We stayed at the awesome Marina Bay Sands – the one
with the big swimming pool on the
roof – and whilst there had been
some confusion over our room booking they do have several wheelchair
access rooms all with two single beds
configurations and big wheel in showers but the shape of the loo defies the
odds and a shower commode will not
fit over the loo if that’s
Kevin with his ‘Swimming Tiger” painting
9
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“What a Good Idea” Column
When using a manual chair, these
gloves seem ideal while getting used to
wheeling. Hands, not used to the constant friction, can become red and painful. The palm side of these gloves are
covered with small dots of plastic/rubber
for grip. These gloves keep your hands
reasonably clean. They wont last a long
time but for $2 a pair from most $2 type
shops they are cheap enough while your
hands become conditioned— H P

Use a rubber glove to cover a foot Dresses are the way to go. When I first
wound to keep it dry when in the show- got out of the hospital, I thought I would
be spending the rest of my life wearing
er. Easier than a plastic bag.
track pants. After a month of having my
My brother has been in a wheelchair for caregiver struggle to put the pants on,
12 years after a car accident left him a turning me this way and that until the
paraplegic. He saws off the handles pants were up to my waist, I decided
from the back of his chairs so people there had to be a better way – dresses.
can't help push him.
It’s one piece that slips over your head
Put talcum powder on your commode and if it’s a stretchy fabric, it makes
chair. Makes its easier to slide and things even easier. Bear in mind,
though, that when you sit in your chair
transfer — J A
things will pull-up, so you should go
Try and use your standing frame as of- longer rather than shorter. Since I wear
ten as possible. The human body isn’t a leg bag, that means that I shop the
designed to sit and it so important for all maxi dresses which end up looking like
our organs to be in the hanging position midi dresses once I sit down. If you
don’t wear leg bag, shorter is fine. Just
that we get from standing - Robert
make sure things are covered, like the
I keep an empty bottle around to empty thigh strap holding your legs together, if
my catheter bag when full and there is you wear one.
no toilet around— K

TASC images

Pink Ribbon Day Fundraiser with ASRU staff

Gavin getting ready to be
transferred to the little plane
taking us to Gisborne
Dayna working in the art class
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Answers: TA versus other powerchairs
As low as a Ferrari. All TA powerchairs have the lowest ground to seat height at only 38cm/15” with
electric hilow seat function as standard. Anytime, anywhere sit with ease under a table or desk.
A ride as soft and sweet as a marshmallow. Experience the difference for yourself over
uneven terrain or kerbs.
View our videos at www.mortonperry.co.nz/mobility-ta-iq.html or scan the QR code with
your smartphone.

www.mortonperry.co.nz

0800 238-523

sales@mortonperry.co.nz

see the answers below and ask us for a hot lap

TA the new standard
have in common with..

What does a TAiQ powerchair

Wheelchair Friendly Activities Around Auckland
Auckland has so much to offer that is
wheelchair friendly. A lot of the parks
and coastal areas have boardwalks for
wheelchair users. Below are a few of the
activities that are very suitable for
chairs .
Enjoy and let us know how you found
these activities

Auckland Botanical Gardens

102 Hill Rd—The Gardens—Manurewa
8 am thru to 8 pm
Free entry

Auckland Art Gallery

Free entry
Open daily from 10am thru to 5 pm
Cnr Kitchener and Wellesley Street

Butterfly Creek

Various price ranges - differs whether it
a week day or weekend
Please ring to check 0800132101
10—12 Tom Pearce Drive—Auckland
Airport

Auckland Zoo

Motions Rd - Western Springs
Ph 360 3805
Open from 9.30 thru to 5 pm
$28 adult
$12 child 4—14
Free under 4
1 carer per chair free
.

Museum of Transport
& Technology

805 Great North Rd—Western Springs
Open 10 am thru till 5 pm
Ph 08006682869
$16
Adult
$8
Children
Free
Under 5’s

Maritime Museum

Free for Aucklanders—supply proof of
address
Otherwise
$25 Adults
$20 Seniors/Students
$12 Children
Cnr Quay and Hobson St
Open 10 am thru to 5 pm
2 accessible car parks 100 metres from
entrance. Carpark free for 180 min.

Auckland Museum

Free for Aucklanders—supply proof of
address
NZ Resident—donation invited
In Auckland Domain

Buddhist Temple

16 Stancombe Rd—Flat Bush
Ph 274 4880
Free entry
Has a lovely reasonable priced restaurant plus has lots of cover if wet.

Paradice Ice Skating

(Yes it can be done—see article in the
last TASC newsletter)
2 locations
490 Ti Rakau Drive—Botany
Ph 273 2999
150 Lansfrrd Cres—Avondale
Ph 828 3800
$18
Adult
$14
Under 12
$8.50 Preschool

Kelly Tarlton’s

23 Tamaki Drive—Orakei
Ph 0800 805050
Open 9.30 am till 5 pm
Various prices
$39
Adult
$32 online
$27
Child till 15
$27 online
Under 3 free

Advice and support for
intermittent catheter users

COLOPLAST AD

Coloplast Care gives you as an intermittent catheter user tips and
information about travelling, work, socialising, sports, good routines and
much more.

Join today and receive news and advice in your email inbox, 24-7 access to
a Care website with inspirational articles, and a direct phone line to your
own Care team of experts.

0800 270 502

bladder.coloplastcare.com.au

With Care you get:

A welcome kit with helpful
products to help keep good
hygeine.

Access to a dedicated
website with reliable advice.

News, tips and inspiration
that is relevant for your
situation – directly in your
email inbox.

A Care team of advisors
available by phone.
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30 Bairds Road, Otara, Auckland
Postal address: PO Box 23533,
Hunters Corner, Auckland 2155
Phone: 09 270 2503 Fax: 09 270 2505
office@parafedauckland.co.nz
www.parafedauckland.co.nz

The Kelly Griffin Women’s Wheelchair
Basketball Challenge

played well and the games were of a high quality. It’s
been great to hear that each player is making the steps to
join a local club so they can continue their training and
enter more competitions in the future.

Upcoming - Junior Athletics and Swimming
Development Programme
We are very excited to announce our upcoming Junior
Athletics and Swimming Development Programme. Focusing on our two most inclusive sports we hope to provide regular, quality coaching for both existing athletes
and those looking to get involved for the first time. The
athletes involved will have the opportunity to represent
Team Auckland at the Junior Disability Games in OctoOn Saturday 27th May an inaugural event occurred – The ber. Check out our website
Kelly Griffin Women’s Wheelchair Basketball Challenge. (www.parafedauckland.co.nz/jdgp) for more information.
It was a day filled with remembrance, hard work, learning
and laughter. The group varied in age, impairment, and
experience level but shared the common goal of wanting
to play wheelchair basketball. The day was split into three
sections: training, 3x3 tournament and a 5x5 finale. Over
the seven hours of wheelchair basketball everyone continued to push to the closing whistle and played some
excellent wheelchair basketball demonstrating what
strong players these ladies are when given the chance to
shine.

Bloggers Wanted
About to tackle an awesome adventure?
Interested in sharing your story?
Do you like free stuff!?

If you've answered yes to all of these questions, we want
to reward you for writing a blog for Parafed Auckland.
We want to highlight the cool stuff some of you get up to,
whether it be trying a new activity, taking part in an adventure, or getting involved in a hobby. There are some
Throughout the day there was heaps of positive energy
conditions, as we want your information to be readable
and a brilliant atmosphere radiating from all involved, and and relevant to the wider membership - but in return for
with the Kelly Griffin Women’s Wheelchair Basketball
your effort we'll cover up to $100 of your costs.
Challenge planned to return for 2018, you can be a part
(reimbursement pending acceptance of blog). If this
of that next year too.
sounds cool, drop Hamish an email; hamishm@parafedauckland.co.nz and explain your idea!

Para Table Tennis Programme

Noho Ora Mai,
Working with Table
Tennis NZ, we orHamish, Tina & Lizzie @ the Parafed Auckland Office
ganised a Beginner’s
Para Table Tennis
programme to introduce more people to
the sport. After a few
coaching sessions,
our 4 junior athletes
went to the North
Shore Open to put
their new skills to the
test. Despite it being
very early days in
their table tennis
journey, each player
13

Jokes and Bits and Pieces
A friend of ours has 2 tickets to
the All Blacks vs British and
Irish Lions on Saturday 1st July
at Westpac Stadium.
He paid $479 each but he didn’t
realise when he brought them it
was on the same day as his
wedding.
If you’re interested he is looking
for someone to take his place.

It’s at St Alban’s Church in
Pautahanui , the brides name is
Amanada , she’s 5’4’ , about 65
kgs and blonde. She’s a good
cook too. She will be the one in
the white dress ...

New TV tray : Patent pending
Tea is an Evil Substance!
Tea is more dangerous than
beer. Please avoid drinking tea.
I discovered this last night.
I had 14 beers till 3 am at the
pub while my wife was just
drinking tea at home.
You should have seen how violent and angry she was when I
got home.
I was peaceful, silent and headed to bed as she shouted at me,
all night and even into the next
morning.
Please ladies , if you can’t handle tea, don’t drink it ...

An older, white haired man walked into a jewellery store on Friday evening with a beautiful
young girl at his side. He told the jeweller he was looking for a special ring for his girlfriend. The jeweller looked through his stock and brought out an $5,000 ring.
The old man said,” No, I’d like to see something more special.”
At that statement, the jeweller went to his special stock and brought another ring over.
“Here’s a stunning ring at only $40,000” the jeweller said.
The young lady’s eyes sparkled and her whole body trembled with excitement.
The old man seeing this said,” We’ll take it.”
The jeweller asked how payment would be made and the old man stated, “By cheque. I
know you need to make sure my cheque is good, so I’ll write it now and you can call the
bank Monday to verify the funds and I’ll pick the ring up Monday afternoon,” he said.
Monday morning, the jeweller phoned the old man. “There’s no money in that account.”
‘I know,’ said the old man, “But let me tell you about my weekend!”
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Together we’ll
realise possibilities

Be it at home, work or play, Healthcare
Rehabilitation is all about supporting you
to achieve your goals.

Our network of support workers, nurses and
registered health professionals is nationwide.
That means you’ll always have someone nearby
you can count on to provide you with home and
community services. It’s all about giving you the
freedom to realise your possibilities.
Contact us to find out more:

0800 621 222 | www.healthcarerehab.co.nz
Healthcare Rehabilitation Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Healthcare of New Zealand Holdings Limited (HHL Group)

Healthcare Rehabilitation is a contracted ACC provider that specialises
in injury-related home and community support and nursing services.

The Molift Smart represents a completely new standard for personal lifters; it is small, light
and foldable. The Smart makes it easy to visit friends, travel overseas and holiday in
places which previously have been inaccessible to people who require lifting assistance.
When not in use the Smart lifter can be simply folded without tools in less than a minute.
Once folded, it can be transported effortlessly by pulling it along on its rear castors or
alternatively stored in a compact place such as a cupboard. At only 24 kgs, it is close to
half the weight of other lifters and can easily be lifted into a car or onto a plane. It can be
disassembled further if required into two pieces which weigh 9 kgs and 15 kgs respectively.
The Smart has a 150 kg lifting capacity and includes 4-point suspension as standard. This
ensures the user does not feel cramped, but is positioned in an open, safe and comfortable
position without the risk of accidentally bumping their head.

Invacare

“Alber Twion”
Twion power assist
offers new freedom
and maximum
independence.

The electric motors equipped with leading-edge digital
electronics provide you with extra power for every Lightweight
propelling movement. The sensor fitted to the hand rim In the selection of materials,
particular attention was
calculates precisely the right amount of support.
The silent direct drive ensures high agility and simple
handling. You are actively on the move and reach your
destination quickly, efficiently and calmly.

focused on weight. Hightensile aluminium alloys,
high-tech plastics and
the latest digital motor
technology have been used.

BlueDrive

The innovative BlueDrive
function allows wheelchairs
equipped with twion drive
wheels to be remotely
controlled by Smartphone*

Efficient energy
recovery

The efficient energy recovery
system feeds energy back
into the batteries during
braking, providing a 10%
range extension for greater
freedom.

* For safety reasons, the BlueDrive function may only be used without
wheelchair occupants for free wheelchair positioning.

0800 INVACARE | www.invacare.co.nz

TASC Office
Phone:

09-270 3526 and
09-270 3548
info@tasc.org.nz
www.tasc.org.nz
TASC

Email:
Website:

Hours

Mon-Friday

9.00am - 4.00pm

Location

CONTACT DETAILS

Office Manager

Anita O’Connor

President
Vice President

Gavin Parish
Brendan Tourelle

Auckland Spinal Unit
30 Bairds Road, Otara

Mailing Address
PO Box 236 35
Hunters Corner
Manukau 2155

RULES OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR SPINAL CONCERNS INCORPORATED

Name
The name of the Society shall be
“The Association for Spinal Concerns
(Incorporated)” or TASC when abbreviated.
Registered Ofﬁce
The registered ofﬁce of the Society shall be
at such place as the Executive Committee
may from time to time appoint.
Objects
The objects for which the Society is
established are:
(a) To be a voluntary non-proﬁt
organization formed to advocate the
requirements of spinal injured in all
areas of consequence to them in their
lives as spinal injured.
(b) To correspond with national and
international bodies to keep the Society
informed of up-coming services and to

beneﬁt from the research and resources
available from them recognizing
rehabilitation as an on-going process.
(c) To be an independent body speciﬁcally
representing spinal cord injured.

(g) To explore avenues where necessary
to provide emotional, psychological
and spiritual support for those persons
who suffer from the traumas of such a
horriﬁc injury as spinal injury.

(e) To make sure that an optimum quality
of life exists for spinal injured living in
the community.

(h) To undertake any work which
may appear to the Society to be in
accordance with the above objects
and do such things as are incidental
or conclusive to the attainment of the
above objects. All funds of the Society
shall be applied exclusively towards
the charitable objects, aims and
purposes.

(f) To assist new spinal injured persons
in their transition from hospital to
community living by ensuring that they
are well-informed of their rights and
the services available to them.

(i) It is to be clearly understood by the
members and ofﬁcers of TASC, that
all its funds must be used to promote
the above listed objects of the Society
within NEW ZEALAND.

(d) To ensure that before any changes in
legislation are made the necessary
standards of care and the speciﬁc needs
of spinal injured are catered for due to
the degree of their incapacity.

For your queries and requirements - Call TASC TODAY!!
Your one stop info shop and support centre.
TASC is a Registered Charitable Trust CC23064

